
IIs Your Child Suffering From 
Emotional or Developmental 

Difficulties?

Learn How You Can Help
 With Biomagnetic Healing

Learn how you can help!
Everyone has the potential to be a Biomagnetic 
Healer.  Learn how you can bring your own inner 
healing powers to blossom!
 

“Every human exhibits it, only 
slightly differently due to his 
or her individuality…” 

 

The following review is from a father who after 17 
years searching for help for his autistic children 
learned to apply the Biomagnetic Healing therapy 
himself.

“Of note is the marked 
progress in our children after 
we treat them everyday. Their 

dysfunction is gradually 
alleviated and they are in the 
process of becoming able to 
look at the world from a new 
point of view and on the way 
to taking life into their own 
hands actively someday.”

(Steve S, Jakarta, Indonesia)
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BioMagnetic Healing With Your Hands

BMH

A blockage in the flow of energy is caused by a 
disturbance in the way the layers of our physical & 
inner being or “bodies” interact with each other. 
Shock causes the spiritual body to withdraw as the 
magnetic connection between the spiritual body 
and the physical body stops functioning correctly.  

This can, in extreme cases, lead to a complete 
physical dissociation where the child sometimes 
perceives him or her self as separate to their own 
body - often characteristic in children with autism 
and also those with eating disorders. 

Conventional western medicine can’t always 
provide the answers.  The public health system is 
bursting at the seams and the cost of alternative 
therapies can put a stress on the family budget.  
Biomagnetic Healing is inexpensive and easy to 
learn, enabling you to support your family with 
many health concerns.   

Biomagnetic healing is also beneficial to children 
who have not been through trauma.  The day-

to-day stress of living, growing and coping with 
change can be supported with this therapy to 

give your child or teenager the best opportunity 
for healthy, happy development.



What is Biomagnetic Healing?
Biomagnetic Healing is an ancient healing method 
that can easily be learnt by anyone.  Parents and 
carers are able to use this method specifically to help 
children and teenagers suffering from a spectrum of 
difficulties that hinder happy, healthy development.

“Magnetic energy is the 
elementary energy that the entire 
life of the organism depends on.” 

(Werner Heisenberg, Physicist, Nobel Prize winner 1932)

Difficulties can often be caused or worsened by a 
blockage in the free flow of energy.  Biomagnetic 
healing works by putting in order the magnetic fields 
of the body. by discharging, cleansing, ordering and 
charging the body’s energy flow through therapeutic 
magnetism.  

Biomagnetic Healing
Has Been Shown to Help:

Emotional difficulties
Trauma & stress 

Behavioural difficulties
Developmental disorders

Developmental disabilities
Autism 

Eating disorders
Overburdening syndromes

Chronic fatigue

In todays world many children suffer from 
emotional and behavioural difficulties. 
Pharmaceutical drugs are often prescribed which
can have both long and short term side effects, 
leaving parents and carers often desperately
searching for an alternative method 
of help. 
 
 
Biomagnetic Healing is a gentle method of

healing via therapeutic magnetism, that you
can learn, to help your child today.

. 

“After three biomagnetic healing 
sessions my 15 year old daughter 

got over her anorexia for good. 
The psychiatrist and doctor could 
not help her, but therapeutic 

magnetism did. “ 
(Robert, Mornington, VIC)

This review is from a father. He had received a 
call from his daughters school to let him know that 
she would not be able to attend camp due to her 
anorexia.  He brought her along to biomagnetic 
healing sessions.  During treatment it was 
revealed that the daughter had experienced shock 
during her parents divorce and had developed 
severe anorexia. Three nerve treatments brought 
back her appetite and health. 

How does Biomagnetic Healing 
work?

 All living organisims, including the cells that make 
up the human body, produce a magnetic field. 

Quite often those experiencing difficulties have at 
some point been subjected to a traumatic shock or 
long term stress resulting in a hindrance of the free 
flow of energy. This is achieved through the laying

of hands directly or 6-10cm above the body.

 


